H epatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the fifth most common cancer universally and the third most common cause of cancer mortality. 1 Therefore, a quick diagnosis is important. The liver is the organ most complex in metastases because of its blood volume, the appropriate size of sinusoids for enticement cells, and healthy environment for fast development. 2 For the early diagnosis of the liver cancer, the use of nanoparticles is the best method. Studies of contrastenhanced computed tomography (CT) have also shown the capability to identify the scope of hepatic fibrosis and liver disease using various nanoparticles. 3 Nanoparticles have been evaluated for use in liver imaging due to their higher uptake by Kuepfer cells than by other cell types. 4, 5 The technology that deals with small matter is called nanotechnology. 6 The size range of nanoparticles is 1-100 nm. The use of nanoparticles has many benefits including enhanced penetrance into the cell, cell survival, and use in diagnostics and therapeutics. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] However, the transfer of nanoparticle to target tumors has been restricted by fast clearance of the nanoparticles by the reticuloendothelial system. 12 The major applications of nanoparticle in medicine are toward imaging such as using contrast enhancement of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and CT. X-ray CT is a useful method of imaging for research and clinical purposes. CT merges high-resolution, threedimensional data with fast utilization to obtain a solid platform for non-invasive human or specimen imaging. 12 Various investigators have studied the use of CT for the diagnosis of hepatic disease.
13,14 X-ray and CT imaging have attracted much attention in diagnosis and therapy due to increasing rates of liver metastases and various cancers.
14,15 X-ray contrast agents are injectable or ingestible compositions. Most agents combine atoms (like iodine, gold, or barium) due to their capability to absorb X-rays and convey contrast to a given organ system. Recently, the maximum attention is toward gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) as novel CT imaging agents have heavy weights and create greater contrast agents than the conventional iodine agents (gold: 5.16 cm 2 g_1; iodine: 1.94 cm 2 g_1 at 100 KeV). 15, 16 Micro-CT has been also used to image liver tumors in mice using the specific contrast agent. 16 MRI is a powerful instrument for diagnosis, which obtains noninvasive, three-dimensional imaging for living organisms. 17 Liver MRI is a common method in the diagnosis and follow-up therapeutics of patients with hepatocellular diseases such as HCC. 18 The basic mechanism of MRI is the excitation and relaxation of hydrogen nuclei. Relaxation times (intrinsic longitudinal (T1) and transverse (T2)) mark changes in MRI signal intensity. 19 Nanoparticles encapsulating contrast agents could have various effects on the future of MRI for the earliest diagnosis of tumors. Many types of nanoparticles have been utilized as MRI contrast agents such as super magnetic nanoparticles.
The superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticle (SPION) and the super magnetic iron oxide nanoparticle (IONP) are commonly used contrast agents for the liver. IONPs have been found useful at lower concentrations and can better serve as contrast enhancement agents for MRI. [21] [22] [23] [24] SPIONs have demonstrated their utility as an effective tool for enhancing magnetic resonance contrast due to their superparamagnetic property. Larger nanoparticles are used for hepatic imaging. When these SPIONs are taken up by Kuepfer cells in malignancies, we can detect and compare between the healthy and the diseased tissues. [25] [26] [27] In this paper, we summarize the growth in the use of SPION, IONP, and other types of enhanced MRI for the liver and the use of nanoparticles such as gold (AuNPs) in the development of novel CT imaging agents. We also compared the methods and nanoparticles used in CT imaging especially micro-CT and MRI. The purpose of this paper is to aid researchers in choosing the best nanoparticles for imaging of the liver cancer to facilitate the earliest diagnosis of cancer. All the studies given used animal models.
Nanoparticles
Nanotechnology uses the particles 1-100 nm in size. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] This modern technology has opened a new area in cancer imaging and medicine and is a useful method to diagnose tumors rapidly. Some nanoparticles are helpful when used for MRI or CT imaging to better diagnose liver malignancies. The early diagnosis of HCC is important for effective therapy. 6 
SPIO as a contrast agent in MRI
The core of SPIONs include magnetite (γ-Fe 2 O 3 ) and maghemite (Fe 3 O 4 ). 28 The small particle size SPIONs are used as ingestible contrast agents, and the large ones are applied in cell tracking and as contrast agents for the gastrointestinal tract. SPIONs range in size from 300 nm (oral SPION) to 30 nm (monocrystalline iron oxide nanoparticles (MIONs)). 28 In many of ferromagnetic materials, the unpaired electron spins have aligned. The range of the two dominants of these materials is called the Bloch wall, and it is formed by a single crystal in the superparamagnetic state. 29, 30 The SPIONs align in the magnetic field they change the direction of the protein and that of the MRI signal.
SPIONs also reduce the spin-spin relaxation (T2) time for the best contrast. 29, 30 SPIONs are used for spleen, liver, and lymph node imaging as MRI contrast agents. SPIONs are useful contrast agents in MRI due to their high transverse relativity, and ability to rapidly detect some pathologies. Arsalani et al, 19 performed a study of polyglycerol bound to the surface of SPION and found that it could be used as a useful contrast agent in MRI. Classes of different type of SPION.
There are two types of superparamagnetic nanoparticles defined by the size: SPION with the diameter of more than 50 nm and the ultra small SPION (uSPION), which have a smaller size. 31 Some uSPIONs have the same composition as the SPION but a smaller size and diameter. The nanoparticles with large size are faster than nanoparticles with small size.
SPION and uSPION can uptake in many cell types. However, due to the small size of uSPIONs, they are less available in the liver. Another important factor is the half-life of these particles, which is different in animals and humans. The half-life of uSPION in animal blood is three-to 10-times lower than in humans. The half-life in animals depends on the size of the species and increases with the size. SPION is known as a negative contrast agent, but uSPION is a positive contrast agent because of its very short T2 relaxation time, basic T1-weighted acquisition, and dephasing gradient effect on slice axis. 31 IONPs between 8-30 nm functionalized and coated with various surface polymers and bear IONPs have been used to investigate the signal changes. 32 Oghabian et al, 32 studied the detection of uSPION using a liver phantom and performed on the rat with the 1.5T MRI (GeSigna) system. After anesthesia of the rat in the MRI system, a high sensitive protocol was performed, and the uSPION was injected into the rat tissue. The signal intensity was investigated, and the lymphatic system of the rat was also assessed. detection sensitivity of nearly 98% was achieved. 31, 32 However, in some protocols, even a small change from the optimum imaging parameters caused an unexpected change of the signal. In this situation, diagnosis might be misunderstood between the tissues with normal uSPION uptake and free uSPION uptake. However, the type of coating surface, the characteristics of coating such as thickness were important factors for MRI signal Farideh Farokhi Moghadam intensity in both T1 and T2 protocols. Based on the effect of monoclonal antibody conjugated IONPs on signal intensity changes, the uSPION was recommended as a contrast agent MRI studies for tumor-specific imaging. 32 
Combination of SPIO with quantum dots
A simple extraction method is the combination of nanoparticles with quantum dots (Qd). Hybrid nanoparticles luminesce at the same wavelength as the parent Qd, and include biocompatible sliver sulfide quantum dots (Ag 2 SQd). When this Qd bind with SPIO, the simple complex is produced. This complex is used in multimode imaging and magnetic targeting. 33 Ag 2 SQds have been stimulated with visible light, and they are also emitted at the near-infrared region. This combination has many advantages such as stimulation in the visible region, enhancement of depth of penetration, decreased or no absorbency of emitted photons by SPIONs, optical resistance, and a potent luminescence and response to magnetic field. Hocaoglu et al, 34 suggested that this method had major potential as new theranostic nanoparticles. But, they only studied in-vitro imaging and did not compare it with animal cell toxicity assays. They mentioned in their paper that in animal cells the blood reaction was more sensitive. 33 However, there are few reports where this complex sample (Ag 2 S and SPION) was reported as hemocompatible. [33] [34] [35] each imaging modality (e.g., MRI, optical, and nuclear) has its limitations. The image taken for one biomarker should also be accompanied with contrast agents such as Qd. 36, 37 using SPION probes for molecular imaging could reduce costs and avoid cellular sequestration, and is also an effective probe and contrast agent for this method. 37 
Different types of IONPs and Feridex
There are four types of IONPs. SHP is a group of water soluble IONPs with amphiphilic polymer coating. Their reactive group is carboxylic acid and they range in size from 10 nm (SHP-10) to 30 nm (SHP-30). Bu et al, 18 used synthesized IONPs with different core diameters (10 and 30 nm) by pyrolysis and subsequently coated these with a copolymer containing either carboxyl (SHP) or methoxy groups (SMG) as termini. They compared their four synthesized nanoparticles to in-vivo Feridex I.V. to determine their suitability for use as liver contrast agents. SHP-30 outperformed Feridex suggesting that the SHP-30 could be an effective alternative to Feridex for liver imaging as an contrast agent intravenously. 18 
Nanoparticles as contrast agent in micro CT imaging
Some nanoparticles are used in micro-CT. For example, gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) for specific CT imaging of the liver, and iodinated contrast agents. However, commonly available iodinated contrast agents are not appropriate for multicolor CT because of their low k-edge absorption energy profile. There are also two nanoparticle-based noniodinated contrast agents exiTron Nano 6000 and exiTron Nano 12000 which accumulate in the liver (due to gradual clearance) and provides long-term X-ray contrast. 38 Many nanoparticles such as gold and alkaline earth (e.g., exiTron™) for CT imaging of some organs have been used, but we have only reviewed cases of liver imaging. 39 Kuepfer macrophages take up exiTron™ two minutes after injection. Novel CT contrast agents are biocompatible with higher weight atoms such as gold, tantalum, and bismuth. The use of lanthanides could overcome the limitation of detecting different materials with single imaging and heparin-covered gold particles. 14 
Gold nanoparticles
Synthesis of gold nanoparticles using Candida albicans cytosolic extract has been demonstrated. 40 Synthesized gold nanoparticles are used in spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy, microscopy of atomic force, and micro-CT. 40 Studies of nanoparticle bioconjugation have been reported, including synthesis of gold nanoparticles directly conjugated with bovine serum albumin. The unique optical and electronic properties of gold nanoparticles make them ideal candidates for cell targeting and also as efficient tools for bioassays. 40, 41 These gold nanoparticles could then differentiate between healthy and cancerous cells by specifically binding to the surface antigens of the cancer cells. Gold nanoparticles could be developed to target cancers and hormones. 40, 41 Comparing the noniodinated agent with the iodinated.
Wathen et al, 39 compared two non-iodinated contrast agents, exiTron Nano 6000 and exiTron Nano 12000, with the iodinated agent eXIA T160 (55-100 nm). The authors evaluated the contrast agents for imaging lesions of the liver in mice with HCC. There was no uptake of the contrast agents by the HCC lesions. Nano 12000 demonstrated the greatest liver-to-tumor contrast. The novel nanoparticle-based exiTron Nano 12000 obtained the highest contrast enhancement in the normal liver and the foremost contrast in HCC mice. 42 There were no contrast between HCC lesions and normal liver parenchyma in native CT. 39 Recent research has focused on nanoparticles such as gold as contrast enhancing agents. They also use nano contrast agent in CT to better diagnose liver lesions as a negative contrast agent, and in many imaging planes (coronal, sagittal, and transverse axial). 39 The various types of nanoparticles are reviewed in Table 1 .
Comparing of dual methods as contrast agent in MRI and CT imaging
Pandit et al, 43 compared preclinical MRI and micro-CT to determine the best method for following metastatic liver diseases using a liposomal blood stream agent. After injection of nanoparticles into mice, the contrast to noise ratio (CNR) was calculated using the equation:
The results of their studies showed that two methods had a lower augmentation at later time points and that the CNR in the T2-weighted MRI was more contrast-enhanced than those of CT images.
Micro-CT allowed faster utilization (< 10 minutes) with the biggest spatial resolution (88-micron isotropic resolution). MRI was slower (30 minutes), but its use decreased the requirement for a contrast agent. The contrast-to-noise between the tumor and the normal parenchyma became high. 43 On the other hand, in-liver metastasis of colon carcinoma showed that the contrast enhancement of micro-CT imaging obtained a better resolution than MRI. In MRI, however, the augmentation of the signal-to- 43 MRI was more appropriate for longitudinal studies. 43 
C O N C LU S I O N
There are many nanoparticles used for liver imaging.
The most practical nanoparticles used in MRI and micro-CT imaging are SPION, Au, exiTron™ Nano. The value of SPIO in the liver and spleen has been recognized by the medical research community, particularly in liver imagine where more detail is needed for the best diagnosis. Other agents used in micro-CT imaging can better define the anatomy of organs. The use of nanoparticles in MRI requires a higher level of technical expertise to operate the instruments compared to X-ray CT, which will form a barrier to some researchers who wish to use the technique. However, new developments in MRI systems aide to decrease the technical obstacles using the equipment for many applications. 44 According to some studies, the use of nanoparticles could help to identify the liver abnormalities. It is expected that combination of molecular imaging and multiple modalities with nanoparticles will help to detect diseases such as liver cancer and other liver malignancy. This review only looked at animal studies.
Al Sukaiti et al, 45 performed studies on humans using CT, which they declared helpful for the diagnosis of liver malignancies.It is noteworthy that using of this nanoparticles for animal study is expensive, the author did not have any experience working with nanoparticles for liver cancer imaging.
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